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Compulocks Rugged Edge Case for iPad 10.2" / iPad Air 10.5"
Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: BNDIP102

Product name : Rugged Edge Case for iPad 10.2" / iPad
Air 10.5" Black

- Rubberized band makes it easy to grip and prevents the tablet from sliding off work surfaces
- Raises the bezel to protect the screen
- Unobstructed port openings for easy access to controls, cameras and connectors
- Open back area for universal adhesive locking mechanisms
- Works with Maclocks DoubleGlass Armored Screen protectors
iPad 10.2" / iPad Air 10.5" Rugged Edge Case Protection Cover

Compulocks Rugged Edge Case for iPad 10.2" / iPad Air 10.5" Black:

The "EDGE" protective band is a strong, cushioned rubber add-on that surrounds your tablet to protect it
from marks, scratches and dents. Perfect when paired with our adhesive lock plates, grips and stands for
protected tablet mobility.

With the EDGE band, the tablet is easier to grasp and reduces the concern of dropping and damaging it.

Strategic cutouts in the case allow you to easily use all tablet’s buttons, ports and cameras. Pair with our
Double Glass screen protectors for total tablet protection.

Features

Compatibility *
iPad (7th gen.) | 10.2" | 2019 |
A2197, A2200 iPad Air (3rd gen.) |
10.5" | 2019 | A2152, A2123,
A2153, A2154

Maximum screen size * 26.7 cm (10.5")
Case type * Bumper
Material * Silicone
Product main colour * Black

Features

Brand compatibility * Apple
Closure type Not supported
Built-in speaker(s) *
Stand mode *

Battery

Built-in battery *

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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